Before You Love Again – Have You Ever Been Hurt in Love? Few of us go through life without experiencing a disappointment, loss or painful break-up on our journey to find love. Even fewer learn how to manage the fallout from these traumatic events. We hear “time heals all wounds” — but just how much time does that… This book teaches you how to accelerate your own healing process using simple techniques based on Energy Psychology (“EP”). EP techniques, many developed by clinical therapists, are easily learned and can be used any time to alleviate suffering or eliminate negativity. You’ll learn how to remove your blocks to love and finally move on from the past, to create new and lasting love in your life. Before You Love Again book. Read reviews from world’s largest community for readers. Goodreads helps you keep track of books you want to read. Start by marking "Before You Love Again: Starting a Successful New Relationship" as Want to Read: Want to Read saving… Want to Read. Currently Reading. Read. Before You Love Again: by John Hosie. Other editions. Want to Read saving… Error rating book. Refresh and try again. Rate this book. Clear rating. 1 of 5 stars 2 of 5 stars 3 of 5 stars 4 of 5 stars 5 of 5 stars. Open Preview. See a Problem? We’ll fix it. Tell us how we can improve this preview of Before You Love Again by John Hosie. Problem: It’s the wrong book. It’s the same book again. "I feel like there’s always a third person vying for your attention." "Let’s turn it on to silent." "He said he’s always after booking your holiday. Your father says he saw something on the television about it. Where is it you liked?" "Now, Frank, I’ve told you before. Extras are not included in the minimum wage." Frank was, as Dad put it, as queer as a blue gnu. This is a paperback book and though it was in good visual condition the pages are all but dry rotted. Having some knowledge of the author I was curious about his books. I did not know he wrote only one book retitled Before You Marry Again & Before You Love Again are the exact same book. However, for $4 each I shouldn’t complain. Read more. To Love You Again TLYA. Contemporary Romance. 496 Chapters. "Never again to be weak...Never again wasted our precious time...I'll promise...In the next lifetime I will protect you...and...love you..." Full of regrets, she closed her eyes, wanting to be united with the man in the underworld. However, when she opened her eyes, she found herself in her sixteen-year-old body. The plot progression is quite smooth, the newbie author (I think she mentioned before that it's her first novel, was it? But it was already really good) so far is able to write almost like a genuine Chinese web author, I think the editor greatly contributed to that as well, thanks to the author and editor for their hardwork.